
PRODUCT TEARDOWN
accelerating product-related procurement



What we’ll cover
This e-book is aimed at leaders in product-related procurement who are creating successful products 
that bring value to customers and to their business: 

Do you want to find out how an in-depth diagnosis of product design, materials and specifications 
will affect your procurement decisions?

A product teardown provides insight into what’s inside, enabling you to find 
opportunities to reduce costs, drive growth, expand margins and improve design 
& innovation.

A product teardown is the act of disassembling products to identify their component 
parts, functionality and component costing information. Offering an x-ray picture of the 
products you buy and produce.

We can compare your products, alongside those of your competitors or alternative 
suppliers, to identify strategies for reducing costs or optimizing features.
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What are the benefits of
product teardown?

A new perspective for design changes 

to reduce costs. Simplify the product by 

eliminating/integrating parts & improve 

ease of assembly and manufacturability.

REDUCE
COSTS

Identify soft spots for procurement, 

giving transparency for fact-based 

negotiation with suppliers and a 

future base for should-cost 

modeling. Involve suppliers.

NEGOTIATE
BETTER PRICES

Gain intelligence by detailed comparison 

of competitors’ products to your own. 

Grow the revenue potential of your 

products by benchmarking.

DRIVE
GROWTH

SERIOUS 
SAVINGS

Find alternatives to optimize 

product design, through insights into 

parts, materials, engineering, assembly, 

manufacturing and specifications. 

Create new ideas together.

IMPROVE
PRODUCT DESIGN



How can product teardown accelerate 
product-related procurement?

Acquire in-depth knowledge on products you buy and 
on products your company produces

Find the sweet spots to negotiate better product prices

Learn from competitor products and find alternative 
solutions

Reverse the supplier-buyer dialogue: apply fact-based 
negotiation, instead of quotation comparison

Find ideal product price and challenge your 
stakeholders with should-costing

 
Set targets for supplier pricing and transform your key 
supplier relations into alliances

As a procurement leader you will:



Product teardown in supplier relations
Product teardown can be applied in sourcing of existing products, as well as for product adjustments 
and newly designed products.   

6 areas to accelerate procurement by teardown

1. VALUE ADDED PROCUREMENT Inspire, create fresh ideas and offer a new perspective on products you buy and 
produce. Bring value in. Innovate.

2. COSTS MANAGEMENT Negotiate prices down, bring costs down and take costs out.

3. EARLY 
PROCUREMENT INVOLVEMENT

Be involved in the early stages of product development, where strategic impact 
matters most to outcomes.

4. CO-OPERATION Foster cross-functional co-operation, both within the company and end-to-end 
with all stakeholders in the supply chain.

5. SUPPLIER INVOLVEMENT Involve suppliers in cost avoidance and product development. Create new ideas 
together. Gain efficiency through clear and open communication.

6. PROCUREMENT EXCELLENCE Grow from should costing, target costing to joint product calculation. Become a 
procurement engineer and build your product intelligence competences.

product ‘as is’ new/adjusted product

QUOTATION 
ANALYSIS

FACT-BASED 
NEGOTIATION

TARGET
COSTING

SUPPLIER
ALLIANCE

What’s inside the 
product?

X-ray vision into the 
product

Cost driver analysis

What elements are 
over-priced?

Find soft-spots to 
negotiate down

Supplier cost analysis

What should it 
cost?

Find ideal product price 
& set targets

Supplier target pricing

What can we 
improve?

Pro-active, mutual 
commitments

Joint product calculation

X-RAY SOFT-SPOT TARGET ALLIANCE



Checklist of 10 most revealing 
Product Teardown questions



Our teardown products

Competitive benchmarking through Product Teardown
Not only can product teardown be applied on the products your company produces, but:

FULL-COST
ANALYSIS

SHOULD-COST
CALCULATION

COST-DRIVER
REPORT

DECOM-
POSITION
REPORT

Cost analysis consult

A should-cost analysis report, with cost analysis consultancy, containing cost target setting and cost 
management consultancy.

Should cost analysis
A should-cost analysis report, presented face-to-face, containing a bottom-up product analysis, 
based upon systematic disassembly, with should-cost price calculation, product improvement 
potential and indicated procurement savings.

Cost driver analysis
A bottom-up product analysis, presented face-to-face, 
containing a should-cost estimate, product improvement areas and 
potential procurement savings. This can be based on an existing bill 
of materials.

Bill of materials
A detailed report by mail, containing a bill of 
materials and parts identification, based upon 
systematic disassembly, to understand what’s 
inside the purchased or competitor’s product. 



Case Study
new design OEM car light

A leading global car brand requested a large car part manufacturer to develop an OEM car light for 
their new series of family cars. The manufacturer turned to Tarlunt for support.

THE BRIEF
Design and develop a new car light 
for global use in a new series family 
car, based on the latest technologies.

THE DETAILS
The light should be easy to assemble as an integral 
building block. Future-proof, flexible interior lay-out, 
with a fixed exterior design.

THE CHALLENGES
Tarlunt was asked to support product development of 
the car light, in order to meet the requirements at the 
right cost price. TEARDOWN

Benchmark products were selected and used for 
teardown. Should-cost calculations and opportunity 
spotting was applied. Scenario’s were selected to 
meet target costing.

THE SUCCESSES
The selected product scenario was produced, 
resulting in a profitable business case and 
increased competitiveness for the car part 
manufacturer.



Our experience in product teardown 
categories

Interested?

Are you in interested in what Tarlunt has to offer? Visit www.tarlunt.com for more information or feel 
free to contact us.

About Tarlunt

We are one of Europe’s leading consulting firms in Value Engineering and Cost Engineering. 
We are specialists in integral margin management helping you to identify and capture opportunities 
to significantly increase your margin in a sustainable way. Our teardown solutions are supported by 
Tarlunt Technology and Tools. 

 Technology: value boost software, benchmark databases, commodity profile databases
 Tools: margin tools, cost models and templates

or call us on                (+31) (0)40 744 0170 email us
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